
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

House & Senate Redistricting Committees 
August 11, 2021 – 9 a.m. at Hutchinson (611 E. 11th Ave) 
 
Testimony from City Manager Kathy Sexton & Mayor Randy White 
KathySexton@Derbyweb.com 316.788.3132 
611 N. Mulberry RD, Derby KS 67037  (oral & written testimony) 
 
 
Thank you for this opportunity and for your upcoming efforts to adjust district 
boundaries for population shifts and changes. Our purpose in representing 
the 25,000 residents of Derby is to ask you to give due consideration to 
keeping together communities of interest like our Derby community. 
 
For the past 10 years, Derby has been split across three state Senate 
districts (16, 26 and 28) essentially divided up to balance out the populations 
in those districts instead of being given clear and definitive representation. 
 
Derby is a city of the first class and is the 16th largest city in the state. Yet 
currently, Derby residents represent only approximately 12% of senate 
district 16 (Masterson), 5% of district 26 (Kerschen) and 17% of district 28 
(Petersen). For 10 years, we have appreciated the efforts of our three 
Senators while we also have understood that when our population is divided 
by three, Derby represents a very small concern to each of the three.  
 
Most cities of Derby’s size are represented entirely by one senator. Those 
city residents comprise a large enough portion of the district to be a 
meaningful factor in that senator’s decision making. Residents of those cities 
also have a reasonable chance of getting elected to that senate seat.  
 
While splitting Derby three ways has meant we have three senators to 
approach about issues of concern to Derbyites, it also has meant that Derby 
is not a core part of any of their districts. Derby should be entirely in one 
Senate district. Nothing said above is meant to disparage any of our current 
senators rather to point out the mathematical issue to consider in redistricting 
and the value of giving consideration to communities of interest. 
 
In the House, Derby comprises 1/3 of District 81 and 2/3 of District 82. 
Thank you. 
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